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Nov 26, Nov 26, Joined Feb 21, Messages 1, Location N. Central Indiana. I picked up a hydraulic
log splitter from my neighbor. He used it 2x bought it new from Lowes and decided that he
wasn't going to burn wood anymore. He's afraid his wife would burn down the house - she's
good at keeping the fireplace completely full of wood and roaring all day long. Is there an
adjustment on the carb that you can get to without having to drill a hole thru the plastic recoil
start cover to richen up the carb? I took the air filter off, to look for an adjustment, and found
that by doing so, it also removes the carb from the motor. If driling a hole to get to the
adjustment makes things easier, I have no problem taking my cordless drill to the plastic recoil
starter cover. When it was running, I sprayed carb cleaner around the carb, and the motor didn't
change it's tune any, so I doubt that it's an air leak making it run lean. There is no change in the
loping after I put it back together, but I didn't make any adjustments. I did notice a phillips head
screw on the upper side of the carb, but didn't look any further. My other neighbor walked over
and wanted to talk, so I buttoned it back up before it got dark out. I ran a 2 tanks of gas thru it,
and added SeaFoam to the gas with no change. No, I don't want to get rid of it and get
something else. Fifelaker Addicted to ArboristSite. Sea foam in the gas. Joined Mar 9, Messages
1, Location cny. I tried a can of seafoam, no change. It was less than a year old when it started
doing the loping. He treats all his gas with Stabil before putting any gas in his equipment. Do
you know if there is a mixture adjustment screw on the carb? I second jasult's method of fixing
your engine. Honda's are very picky about varnished gas and the gum will cause all types of
headaches. Seafoam may a great product for maintenance but I have never had any luck with it
dissolving all the crap that builds up from letting gas rot during the of season. I have made it a
habit of cutting the fuel valve off, start engine and let it burn the remaining gas out of the carb
and then drain any fuel remaining in the bowl via the little handy screw on the edge of the bowl.
You'll have a trouble free start up next season. Nov 27, Streblerm Addicted to ArboristSite. I
have one of the GC engines on a pressure washer. There is no adjustment on the carb. As
others have mentioned they are extremely sensitive to a little varnish in the main jet. My
pressure washer never ran quite right from the get go. It always started hard and had to be
warmed up with the choke on. It surged and the plug was also white when I checked it. I always
assumed it was just lean EPA tuning. I let it sit one winter with old gas in it and it just wouldn't
start the next spring. I pulled the main jet and found a drill bit the same size as what was
stamped on the main jet. The drill bit was quite a bit larger than the actual size of the orifice in
the jet even though the stamped size matched the drill bit. I put the drill bit into a pin vise and
proceeded to drill out the jet. Ever since then it has run like a champ, started on the first pull
with the choke on and immediately idled smoothly after shutting the chole off. The only
adjustment in these carbs is the size of the main jet. I would clean it first but if it still surges or
seems lean then give some consideration to drilling out the main jet. Go slow and in small
increments because once you go too big there is no going back, well that isn't exactly true but it
is lots easier to make it bigger than smaller. I guess it was fairly common for the gc engines to
have mismarked jets in the carbs. Thanks guys. I guess a teardown is in order. It starts on the
first pull, but the surging gets to me. You'll be surprised at the junk that's in the bowl. Nov 28,
Joined May 14, Messages 3, Location blue mountains australia. No adjustment, except main jet.
Ended up being the float on mine. The float level is also not adjustable - its all plastic with no
metal part to bend to set the float, so once they're gone you need to replace them. Wish I'd of
done that from the get go instead of taking it apart about times. It was a bastard to get off too had to remove the air intake, cables, lots of screws in weird places etc Rookie1 Addicted to
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know-how. This repair video will instruct you how to repair a dirty or damaged spark arrestor on
your small engine. This video will help you replace the spark plug on a small engine which will
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Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart. Restore a saved
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Replace the Spark Plug in a Small Engine This video will help you replace the spark plug on a
small engine which will help get your gas powered equipment up and running again.
Accessories for the Honda GCV No questions have been asked yet. Ask a question. Ask our
experts a question about this part and we will respond as soon as we can. Join our VIP email
list to receive money-saving-advice and special discounts. Model Number Recommended.
Submit your question. Thank you for your question! Our experts will get back to you as soon as
they can. Ask Another Question. Continue Shopping. Discussion is closed. You have part
number 21 listed but you have no reference to it can I get the part that's listed as part number If
the item number 21 has no listing with the parts, it means it is no longer available. Question:
Exhaust Valve Pressurewasher The valve sits inside another small cylinder with a lock wire at
the top of it! Does that cylinder go flush with the back of the valve box? Or is it out into to
spring? Hello Pressurewasher21 You provide quite an interesting description of the cylinder
head on this engine. Is there any way you can post a photo? I was unaware it was built that way.
Here is all I see and I actually own one. Hi Blackburn40 See if any of these are like the one you
need. I have a GCV Pressure washer too. Question: Honda Engine bobzender. Honda engine. I
would like to purchase the correct gasket between the carb air cleaner and the engine. I think
the jets are plugged. It does not run with out starting fluid. Or dumping gas in the spark plug
hole. Do you sell a complete carburetor for this engine? Hi bobender There are more than one
gasket between the air cleaner and the engine. There are plenty of replacement carburetors
available as well. The stock carb is a Japanese Keihin carb. An OEM replacement is not cheap.
Search Honda GCV on ebay for the best deals on gaskets and carbs. See link below. Those
parts are available on here if you choose. Exhaust measured at 0. I am uncomfortable simply
setting the lash to spec and putting the machine back together, and would appreciate guidance.
It now has 40 hours on the engine. Changed oil at 5 hours. Oil level good. But one day the
engine would not start. Good spark, but discovered zero compression. So I pulled the head
cover. Discovered the intake valve was not moving freely. Valve stem covered with goo that
looked like typical gasoline varnish. My fault. I suppose I left gasoline in the engine and it got
stale. I sprayed carb cleaner on the stem and the valve immediately began to move freely.
Finger over the plug hole indicates compression is now there. But there is huge clearance
between the intake valve stem end and the rocker arm of 0. I wonder what might cause the
strange lash readings. It sounds like there is metal to metal contact so the intake valve appears
to be seating. But something is not right. Any ideas and guidance would be greatly appreciated.
Thanks, Bill. Hi Bill, I have one of these engines. I have not been in it too much internally, just to
check the valve lash. This is an OHC engine. The cam I think is plastic. There must be an issue
with your camshaft albeit an odd one for sure. I would start by checking the condition of the
rocker on the Intake and the camshaft itself. You may need to verify the valve is seating and
nothing is amiss there. Please repost and let me know what you find! I just finished reading in a
forum where a guy had one that the adjusting nut for the lash stripped the threads. They
determined it to be a factory defect; so it will be quite interesting once the cause reveals itself.
There could be a problem with the valve spring as well. ShotOut: Thanks so much for the
response. I checked the cam and it appears OK. I have decided to order a new rocker arm to see
for sure whether the existing one is bent. If it's not, sounds like you would suggest dismantling
the machine to inspect the valve seat, rather than simply adjusting the lash to spec and trying to
fire it up. Hi Bill, I agree. Try setting your valves to spec. A bent valve that got bent from sticking
could cause a large lash as well. If it will not run, then maybe remove the rocker cover and
inspect that whole valve train real good. I suppose a rocker arm on these engines could get bent
too. Very well. I have adjusted the lash to spec, but doing so took up almost all of the
adjustment travel. I have just ordered the new rocker arm. Once it gets here, if I find that the
existing arm is bent, then I will install the new one, readjust the lash and should be good to go.
If the existing arm is not bent, then I will dismantle the machine and have a close look at the
valve and seat. Thanks again for the advise. I'll report back shortly. Hi bill70j That sounds like
an excellent plan. Will the engine start and run? Please keep me posted as we all stand to learn

something from this one. Thanks for the update! I already received a new intake valve rocker
arm in the mail today. Recall that I had previously set the valve lash to spec with the old rocker
arm, which I thought had been bent. So took the old one off, replaced it with the new one. And it
became immediately obvious that the old rocker arm was not bent. So I don't know why I have
developed a mysterious 0. I am going to make up a temporary paper cover gasket, put the
machine back together, fill it with oil and see what happens. It the engine starts, I imagine it will
kill itself in short order. I'll be back in there either replacing a broken rocker arm, resetting the
valve lash, or who knows what else. I'll report back tomorrow. Thanks again ShotOut, for all of
your help. I have just had a partial success. I reinstalled the head cover and temporary gasket,
filled the machine with oil, and fired the thing up. The following is what happened. Would
appreciate your thoughts. Are these symptoms consistent with what you're thinking is the
problem? Or could I have another unrelated fuel delivery problem? I'm excited 4 On the 12th
through the 30th pull, it runs for 2 seconds at about half speed, then dies 5 On the 31st pull, it
keeps running, though at half speed. Now I'm really excited 6 I let it run for 2 minutes for
warm-up, then close the choke. Stops firing. I immediately open the choke again and it resumes
running, again at half speed 7 I repeat 6 several more times and the same thing happens - the
machine will only run at half speed, and dies when I open the choke. Is my next step to pull the
head and find out what the valve guides, valves, and seats are telling me? Thanks again. I truly
appreciate the help. Regards, Bill. Hello again Bill, You are certainly welcome. Thanks for
keeping us posted. I know that the Honda carburetors are quite finnicky and need to be squeaky
clean to work properly. I have gone back and read your first post, and think the Intake Valve is
creating the issue. It is not getting enough fuel to keep running without being choked. A
compression test is not real informative because these engines have a compression release
mechanism built on the camshaft. They can go bad, but it is a little rare. If one WAS to go bad,
the symptoms would be quite similar with what you are experiencing because the compression
release holds one of the valves slightly open on the compression stroke likely the Intake valve.
If your fuel filters are good, and the carb is not dirty When you initially sprayed that valve stem
with carb cleaner, you may not have gotten ALL the goo off of it. There could be some more
further up the stem and inside the valve guide as well. Let me know what you find. I will be here.
Just for your info regarding the valves and timing; On the bottom of the cam, there are two lines
that should line up with the edge of the valve cover sealing area, and the keyway on the crank is
perfectly perpendicular with that line, that is how you check the belt timing. Thanks again for
your great advice. I am going to pull the cover this morning and see what the lash looks like on
the intake valve. If it's still to spec, then I'll go right to the carb. If the intake valve lash is 0", and
then some, that may indicate trash is clearing from the guide, stem, and seat, No? The timing
should be set properly, as the marks on the bottom side of the cam line up properly with the
housing. Thanks again for your help. I'll do some stuff today and post findings. ShotOut: I
pulled the head cover this morning and found the lash settings still to be right on spec. So my
next move will be to pull the carb and see if there is anything strange there. If not, it's off with
the head. I'll post again shortly. ShotOut: Thanks for asking! I removed and inspected the
carburetor and found it to be clean and in adjustment. So next comes head removal and
inspection. I'll report on what I find. Is there a way to post photos here? Once I get a look at the
head they could be very telling. Hi bill70j This OHC engine does not actually have a head. I
initially thought it may but it is a different design than a regular OHV motor with pushrods. The
case splits in two at an angle, so everything you have seen and inspected so far is pretty much
all there is to the top end. The case would have to be split and the piston removed to observe
the valve seats. The stems and guides though, you can access under the rocker cover. There is
no head to remove. I know because I wanted to remove the carbon from the piston on one I am
currently working on, but would need to split the crankcase to do so. Bill, Have you split the
case and examined the Intake valve for straightness, seating and smooth operation in the
guide? Let me know. Here are all the valve train parts. Note that the Cam Lobes are on the
Camshaft pulley and not the Camshaft itself. Ingenious design. Where's the serial number???
Doesn't like links, try this and remove spaces and carriage returns and parentheses, etc. Wow, I
was looking too low, it's on a wide metal casting right under the fan shroud. Just looked blank,
but after looking at another angle and with sun in different location, noticed some numbers.
Careful wiping and tilting head all over and I found the numbers. Hi RichE I have two on
pressure washers but after reading your posts, won't have to go through what you did! We're
glad you found it. They like to make it a challenge, don't they? What does this screw do for the
carb. Are there any adjustments on this part. I regularly change the motor oil. I've rebuilt many
small engines in my day and will order replacement valve seals and piston rings. Since I don't
have a service manual for this engine and therefore don't know the proper torque values to split
the case I will change the valve seals first to see if that fixes the problem. Is there a service

manual available with torque values and other important information for the GCV? Thank you
and best regards Eric. Hello egumpher, You may be able to go online and download a service
manual for your Honda engine. Or you can contact a Certified Honda Dealer in your area and
they will be able to obtain one for you. Question: New Carb Leaking I just replaced the old
carburator and gaskets on a honda gcv Now when I turn the gas line on, it leaks gas at about an
ounce or two a minute. It is hard to see where it is coming from. It doesn't seem to be the gas
line, and it looks like maybe closer to the air filter than the motor. What did I do wrong? The
experts say that your float valve is stuck in the open position allowing fuel to run out of the top
of the carb. I had the same problem with a NEW carb. It only takes a small piece of debris to
hold that needle valve open. You will need to drain the fuel system, remove the bowl, remove
the float and needle assembly and flush the cavity where the needle valve seats. Try that and
post back if needed. They also have a pressure washer with the Honda GCV engine. I have a
disability that makes it difficult to pull the starter rope. I would like to get the electric start on the
pressure washer. My local Honda bike shop service center said they use different blocks. If
necessary, are there adapter plates that can be purchased or manufactured for this application?
Please help, Thank you. There are a few of them out there. Also Karcher makes a few different
models of electric pressure washers. Hope this helps, -WJA. Question: Mr It is about two years
old anf has been used very little. I drained the fuel, ran the carb out and put it in the barn. LAst
week I filled the fuel tank and have trouble: It starts on full choke but as soon as I move the
choke the slightest bit the engine coughs and dies. All look fine carb is spotless but same
problem. Also checked fuel tank filter and hoses and shot off valve, fual fills carb quickly. Any
ideas? Thanks, bob. Hello Bob, It still sounds like carburetor problems to me. Even though you
did clean the carburetor as you said. We have an article and video on that subject. Here is the
link to it. While your in there look for worn gaskets or any thing that looks like it needs
replacing. Probably Ethanol gas gumming up the carburetor. Try adding Sea Foam to your gas.
Run the engine as best you can to get it to draw into the carb then shut it off and let it set. It will
disolve the gum given enough time. I had a snow thrower that I had left for a week. Ran and
idled perfectly after that. Have had an ideling problem with this engine since brand new. Very,
very cold blooded. Have had carburator apart twice, blew out the jets and could not find
anything plugging the jet holes. Does anyone have a solution other than buying a new
carburator. You can try to bore out the main jet with a torch cleaning kit, so it will pass more
fuel. Hello, I need some help getting the correct crankshaft for my lawnmower. I have already
had two crankshafts delivered to me with both of them being incorrect. Hi Wow, you are having
a nightmare with this. At the risk of giving you the wrong part no. I may just do some research
on that engine model for now. I hope you know the part numbers of the two bad cranks you
received. Honda engines are expensive as I know, and if a crank can fix one, it is worth it. What
is wrong with the original crank from the engine? These guys are good. I have bought Honda
parts for engines from them. Contact them. Did you ever find this part? Sign up. Thank you!
Your email, , has been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our
mailing list. Millions of Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service. Honda GCV
engines offer a quiet, yet powerful and lightweight combination for a variety of demanding
applications. Ideal for residential mowers and pressure washers, these engines pack a punch.
Net horsepower more closely correlates with the power the operator will experience when using
a Honda engine powered product. The power rating of the engines indicated in this document
measures the net power output at rpm rpm for model GXH50, GXV50, GX25 and GX35 and net
torque at rpm, as tested on a production engine. Mass production engines may vary from this
value. Actual power output for the engine installed in the final machine will vary depending on
numerous factors, including the operation speed of the engine in application, environmental
conditions, maintenance and other variables. WARNING: This product can expose you to
chemicals including soots, tars, and mineral oils, which are known to the State of California to
cause cancer, and carbon monoxide, which is known to the State of California to cause birth
defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to The engine starts easily whether
cold or hot and is ready to use immediately. Once the engine is up and running, the Auto Choke
automatically returns to an optimal operating position. This system, which is connected to the
camshaft, reduces compression by opening the exhaust valve slightly when the engine is being
started. This reduces the amount of force needed to start the engine and improves starting
performance. The system disengages automatically after the engine starts to prevent any power
loss during normal operation. Its lighter piston and other moving parts help keep vibration to a
comfortable level. It enables a variety of complicated electronic controls to be linked to improve
operability. A truly innovative combination of a compact combustion chamber, overhead cam
configuration and uniblock construction significantly reduces fuel and oil consumption as
compared to conventional side-valve engines. Plus, simple construction has minimized the

number of parts, making the engine more reliable and easier to operate. New V-shaped valves
and a pent-roof combustion chamber enable air in cylinder to flow more smoothly and
maximizes the mixing of fuel. The longer stroke design also enhances turbulence in the
cylinder, helping the mixture of air and fuel. Drive-By-Wire unlike conventional models, has no
throttle cable. An ECU controls a throttle motor via an electrical signal. Ideal throttle control is
possible, from conventional type user-operated throttle control, to a variety of automatic control
by the ECU. Electronic Fuel Injection EFI , which detects the state of the engine using sensors
supplies the optimum amount of fuel to the engine according to its working conditions. EFI
Improves fuel economy, reduces exhaust gas, and achieves excellent usability and easy
maintenance. Electronic Fuel Injection eliminates the need for a manual choke, making starting
simple. In addition, starting is improved as the fuel is sealed within the injector and fuel hose
reducing fuel deterioration, and making smooth engine startup possible even after long-term
storage. The electronic governor minimizes governor droop. This increases available power. For
most normal engines, available power is decreased when the engine is approaching wide open
throttle. Engine diagnosis utilizes Dr. The new integrated Fuel-Off position on the engine control
allows the user to stop the flow of fuel to the engine when pressure washing is complete. How
does it work - With the engine running and the switch placed in the Fuel-Off position, the fuel
flow to the carburetor is stopped. The engine will continue to run until the majority of fuel
remaining in the carburetor is consumed and the engine shuts down. Using the Fuel Off feature
when shutting your pressure washer down helps prevent sticky carburetor buildup which
makes for cleaner storage and easier future starting. Upright, sideways, even upside down â€”
the Mini 4-Strokes will still run great. An exclusive Honda rotary-slinger lubrication system
keeps oil in a completely misted state and circulates it using pressure fluctuations generated by
the movement of the piston. Built-in passages effectively return the circulated oil to the oil
reservoir from every part of the engine. An oil return port positioned in the center of the
reservoir prevents oil from accidentally flowing into the combustion chamber. This substantially
reduces both oil consumption and the emission of unburned oil in the exhaust. The results
include better all-around environmental performance and operating costs that actually decrease
the more the engine is used! It offers the highest V-Twin compression ratio on the market. The
power is transmitted through forged-steel connecting rods and a forged-steel crankshaft,
supported by a full-pressure lubrication system. The lubrication system uses a high capacity
pump with discrete chambers. This facilitates consistent oil delivery. Radically smart. It
eliminates the head gasket, head bolts, and allows for more airflow and better cooling. Speaking
of cooling, improved cooling means better combustion management. Cooling is also improved
by each of the lightweight aluminum pushrods being housed in a separate tube to achieve
enhanced airflow. When you put it all together with fewer parts you get an engine with reduced
emissions and greater-than-ever durability. On some models, it also offers programmable
governor and throttle modes for unprecedented flexibility. A diagnostic LED helps with trouble
shooting. Stepper motors precisely control throttle and choke position. Control panel mounted
LED indicator informs the user about potential problems using 10 different trouble codes. The
indicator is designed to stop the engine, or alert the operator of potential issues, helping to
protect and extend engine life. Small engine timing belts are usually external and are subject to
wear caused by dirt. The system consists of an oil level sensor inside the crankcase. When the
oil reaches a level that is too low for safe operation, the engine warns you or stops
automatically. The OHV design, new V-shaped valves and a pent-roof shape of combustion
chamber enable air in cylinder to flow more smoothly increasing combustion efficiency,
allowing for higher compression ratios and greater power output. The OHV layout, with
enhanced valve positioning and combustion chamber, the new GCV pumps out an increase in
torque of 18 percent and a nine percent horsepower gain over the GCV; GCV also showed a
strong increase in torque of 13 percent and 10 percent horsepower gain over the GCV STR
Governor Self Tuning Regulator minimizes engine droop seen with traditional mechanical
governor systems by electronically regulating the throttle opening to maintain constant, stable
engine speed even under changing load conditions, resulting in exceptional performance and
enhanced user satisfaction. The result:. Quiet, Lightweight Reliable Power. Compact
combustion chamber, overhead cam design, and uniblock construction reduce fuel
consumption Learn More Powerful torque across a wide RPM range helps reduce engine speed
drop from sudden load increases. The lightest engines in their class The world's first general
purpose engine internal timing belt Learn More Tough resin overhead cam for durability and
quietness Uni-block construction. Internal timing belt provides quiet operation Valvetrain and
gear noise is minimized Precision engineered and machined components result in lower vibr
boss audio car radio
mini cooper front brake pads
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ation. Dua-Lube System provides superior engine lubrication Simple construction reduces
many potential maintenance needs High quality materials, fit, and finish Single element air filter.
Horizontal cross-flow intake port to smooth the flow of fuel Automatic mechanical
decompression Learn More Electronic ignition. No catalyst necessary Built in charcoal canister
in gas cap. Honda blade brake clutch assembly available for lawn mower applications Different
controls are available for a variety of different applications pressure washer, lawnmower, log
splitter, etc. Electric start version available. Performance Curves. Owners Manuals. Internal
Combustion Engine Products: WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including
soots, tars, and mineral oils, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer, and
carbon monoxide, which is known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other
reproductive harm. Small Engines Models. Why Honda. OEM Support. View Details.

